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We at Withintensions want to acknowledge
that our work takes place on the unceded
territories of the Skwx
Skwxwú7mesh
wú7mesh (Squamish),
xwməθkwəy̓əm
xwməθkwəy
ə̓ m (Musqueam), and Səlílw̓
Səlílw̓ ətaɬ
(Tsleil-Waututh) peoples. We want to
recognize that these lands belong to the
Indigenous peoples who have lived here far
before the arrival of settlers. We also want
to push beyond land acknowledgements
to further encourage acts of reconciliation.
Recognition is great but it is nowhere near
where we need to be. Reconciliation is
comprehensive and takes more than an
acknowledgment for occupying land. We
always support marginalised peoples right
to protest.

Julia Brake and Rayden Lawrence, "They Shouldn’t Have to
Clean Our Mess" (2021)

“They Shouldn’t Have to
Clean Our Mess” (2021)

Julia Brake and Rayden Lawrence
“They Shouldn’t Have to Clean Our Mess”
are two mixed media illustrations depicting
ants carrying and interacting with plastic
waste. The soft and inviting landscapes were
painted by Rayden, the brightly coloured
pollution and ants were illustrated by Julia.
The contrast between Julia and Rayden’s art
style furthers the contrast between the trash
and the natural environment. This work is a
critique of the idea that ants are left to clean
up after humans, carrying plastic waste that
plagues their habitat.
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Tying dreams (2021)

Francisco Berlanga and Tatei Camberos
Textures of Jamaica, Indigo, and cochineal, using natural
pigments we reflect on geometries and patterns familiar
to us. A cloth becomes artifact enriched with patterns of
Mexico draped and folded, its angles form a phantom
shape. The Negative space creates a sculpture, the
fabrics many angles form its surface. Tyed between
the air 2 textiles combine through their shared tones.
An abstract composition, we reflect on inspirations in
textures, plants and ingredients. This work exists only
in the digital space between two artists, never having
touched the textiles reach out for each other through the
digital void.
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Untitled,
a series of 2 images travelling (2021)
Sasha Cerino and Ramudi “Ray” Samarasekera
a warm up
a revealing of our art practices
while beginning the first step to art making
play and experimentation
no preciousness to permanence
intuitive mark making
one thing leading to the next
giving way to whatever happens
setting rules
in order to free ourselves
from the inner voices of judgement
a time limit
a constant switching of canvas
from one person to the other
so ownership was physically and conceptually
blurred
the outcome
an abstraction of a feminine figure
shadowlike
soft and hazy as it fades
yet its dark and bold outline
holds its shape
variants of bright colours
weave around them
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while the second drawing
a construction of half a face
transforming into blue and orange clustered lines
the other half with no clear shape
dripping mahogany and magenta
as the lines flow to the top
it transitions
into an amalgamation
of
fast paced squiggles and zig zags
purple
green
yellow
red
blue
seeming to go in and out
in waves and dot like patterns
An overarching theme
of the interpretation of a mental state
experienced in mind and body
disassociation?
overwhelmed?
exhaustion?
maybe even a sense of euphoria?
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along with the artwork’s mobility
to easily carry it
from our domestic spaces to local neighbourhood
moving from place to place effortlessly
the casualness of setting up
taking down
a small lightweight form
merely adhered by masking tape
from here on after
our documentations becomes the art
a juxtaposition of innerworkings
on the outside physical world
repeating image
slight changes of visual orientations
and the obvious difference of scenery
thus effecting how it is or isn't perceived
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It takes two to Tangle (2021)
Francisco Berlanga and Opal Mclean

Francisco Berlanga and Opal Mclean collide their
practices onto one canvas. There are only two rules. We
cannot see the other side of the canvas and whoever
finishes the string has to pick a new colour. Neither one
of us could guess what the other was making let alone
calculate where the other was going.
There is chaos in production!
There is productivity in chaos!
A string stretches between 2 points, phantom space
exists in it’s in-between. Its other end is not seen or known
by itself. We can only communicate through action; like
2 ends of a string can telephone, the fibres become our
land lines.
Hello?
-----------------------Hello….?
-----------------------Hello……
-----------------------hello………..
-----------------------…………………..
-----------------------16
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Like operators connecting lines plugged, unplugged,
plugged connections made in the operators booth.
Through spaces reduced in a fraction of a second,
certainty only came with sight.
Looking down the frame like a micro horizon, the needle
peaked forth towering in a space unexpected and
jarring. Its time with me was meant to be short, but I had
to choose how long to hold on, when to let go, how to
relinquish control.
Out of sight out of mind. Once you pass it through there
is no going back, it's not in your hands, all you can do is
wait. While the seconds, days, months pass, the needle is
still on the other side, we felt wool to pass the time.
It seems with every illusion of control we are knocked
back to reality, the other side's fibres are seeping across,
infecting the white plain. There is nothing to do but wait
and plan what to do with these new elements.
The progress cannot be seen until it is done. The only
trace from the time spent together hides within the
frame of the canvas, a collection of string that hangs
between to give the other their own marker.
Two very different images only connected through means
of creation; the collection of colours selected by an other.
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Silent and Dancing together (2021)
Memoirs of a Moustache and Monica Furlotte

3 beautyful women, dressed in elegant gowns
stand before a slender man in silver
The man is still as a statue, pointing in silence
As the 3 beautyful women dance, and encircle around the
man,
not knowing the man is alive
As the wind is strong
You move, I move, You move, I move and one more time
with feeling
They circle, They dance, They tell stories with their
movements and gestures of elegance
Every spin of their dress, Every flash of colours
Vivid and Encompassing
You move, I move, You move, I move and one more time
with feeling
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The landscape changes
The man, stays silent and still
The landscape circles and ciphers
The man, stays perfectly still but inside,
Alive and changing, just as the landscape is changing
The soul of the slender man in silver moves with the
dancing of the 3 women
You move, I move, You move, I move and one more time
with feeling
The landscape is changing
The 3 women move and dance
The landscape ever changing
The 3 women move and circle
Inside the radiance
Vivid change is bursting forth to change the landscape
The souls of the 3 women in beautyful gowns moves with
the slender man in silver
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You move, I move, You move, I move and one more time
with feeling
Moving together
but unaware of the change in each other they cause
You move, I move, You move, I move and one more time
with feeling
The slender man in silver, may be locked in frame, in the
stance of a frozen statue
With the beauty of the 3 women, willing to stir the mind
and soul of the slender man in silver
In the spring, With the wind, The stillest rocks shall move
and the most monumental mountains shall dance
As the landscapes will change and dance
You move, I move, You move, I move and one more time
with feeling
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Fractals (2021)

Charlie Cooper and Mansi Patel

Fractals is an ongoing collaboration between a designer
(Mansi) and sound artist (Charlie). Our inquiries center
on phenomenological experiences of architectural
space, and place more generally as it is lived through
the body. Architecture, design, light and sound are core
components of our work. Perspectivals, designed and led
by Mansi Patel, is one result of this collaboration.
Perspectivals is an interior wall installation and an
immersive environment comprised of eight freestanding
wooden-framed translucent fabric panels immersed in
geometric light projections. The choreographed light
patterns integrated with surround soundscape allow
geometric forms to completely recede from perspective
as the visitor walks around the work.
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The soundscape is derived from room recordings on
location of the installation site. Dominant frequencies
in the room are magnified and augmented, their
deviations inspired by the geometric forms present in
the architecture. As these photos show, the sound and
light interact with the architecture to suggest a feeling of
floating, and to create felt sensations of the geometric
forms.

Check out the visuals and experience
surround sound of the installation
Here
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No Estoy Seguro en Nuestros
Nombres/I'm Not Sure I Remember
All of Our Names (2021)
Oscar Alfonso

Oscar Alfonso's project thesis project No Estoy Seguro en
Nuestros Nombres/I'm Not Sure I Remember All of Our
Names, now in its 2nd iteration, involved 210 invitations
to his relations for stories on behalf of a small cluster
of avocado trees. Some relationships were short but
important, others have lasted lifetimes. Some replied in
the summer, others in the winter, some even in the spring.
Some never replied, others wanted but were unable to
send something. These invitations sparked conversations
with friends and family that might have never otherwise
happened. These conversations have given rise to
stories that he hopes will help his arboreal children to
understand him, themselves, their world, and our shared
relations. In these 80 stories, there are reflections, even
if we cannot properly fly a kite and will never learn to
sail. His own parents and grandmothers are not officially
in this collection either, as they were the hardest to
bring in. However, carried out and discussed more often
than he would like to attest on the living room floor in
the company of the avocados, their influence exists
throughout, and we are all now much closer as a result.
For now and forever, our children they will be.
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View No Estoy Seguro en Nuestros
Nombres/I'm Not Sure I Remember All
of Our Names (2021)
Here
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Fireflies (2021)

Lauren Corder and Elizabeth Westcoat

We run with our hands outstretched
In the places where we were children
No matter how heavy the darkness
We are children running
Toward tiny pinpricks of light

We spin around in circles
In the places we once called home
No matter how far we travel
We return there, spinning
Until we settle into joy
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Metamorphosis (2021)

Natalie Chan and Infinite Faith
Creations

summer soaks in
seeps into our skin
the warmth pulses through our veins
and it feels uncomfortable
unfamiliar
undulating energy washes over me
in small bursts it beckons me to break
down my walls
free of all expectations
(though, really, it just feels like I’m breaking
down,
my very being unravelling)
God knows how hard I’m trying
I’m trying
I’m trying to let the process take me over
to let go of all I once knew,
I know I can live life anew
full of colour
so beautiful
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I hope you let in the sun, too
may the rays melt away your pain
in their radiant embrace
be imbued with a fiery new light
vibrant wings to take you to new heights
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Flyers 55 (2020-2021)

Sarah Grunt Duff and Dominique Norville
These images illustrate a collaborative postcard
exchange that artist Sarah Grant Duff and I have been
involved in since October 2020. The two of us were
friends in high school and then got back in touch in
Pandemic summer 2020. We started writing each other
postcards in October 2020, which we would alter, often
multiple times. This exchange of visual and written
ideas allowed our relationship to deepen, despite social
distancing. It was really a unique opportunity to get to
know each other again, without the usual distractions
of regular life. Combining imagery and writing was a
profound and intimate process. Our collaborative work
expanded to include several altered books but it all
started with the postcards. We have completed about 30
collaborative, altered postcards thus far and the project
continues.
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Looking for growth (2021)
Natalie Chan and Afshan Cheema

I peek at the places I’ve sown my seeds
as the days turn into weeks
is it because of me that they do not flourish?
I want progress to show for
a successful fruition
but growth rewards those who are patient
steadily, the folds of the earth
cradle rumbling and groanings
as they shift beneath the surface
there are moments to pause
reasons to abide
growth speaks through the passing of time
there’s the excitement of when
baby buds first bloom
racing up as tendrils reach to the sun
I am grateful for all
that has come into being
growth has only just begun
but mature growth reveals a bit different
as old layers shed to peel back and present
new colours that were waiting within
it’s a dance of grace
ebb and flows like the waves
entangled are growth and decay
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I’m learning to believe
as much in the unseen as the boldly announced
growth’s worth is not measured in its amount
I have faith in its cyclical journey
the old will go
and the new will come
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Francisco
Berlanga

Meet the Team
We write with intention & dwell within
tensions. We are artists who have been
left without an aim for how to continue
engaging with art in the absence of
institution. Our goal is to provide a place
where we can write about new ideas,
old ideas, and bad ideas. We are by no
means professional writers, we inhabit
a place between the seriousness of
academic writing and the frivolity of
passing thought. We will often succumb
to cliches and trends as they pass us as
we all often must.
We hope to present unique thoughts for
you to consider. Our writing speaks for
no one but ourselves. We do not reduce
the similar experiences of others to what
we have experienced.We invite you to
critically engage with the content, to
challenge and be challenged, to test the
tensions in question.
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Francisco Berlanga is a contemporary
artist who studied at Simon Fraser
University. He obtained his BFA in Visual
Arts with a minor in Interactive Arts and
Technology. His practice is based on
questioning identity, particularly his
connection with his own Mexican culture
and how one can inhabit a culture while
being partially absent from it. He engages
in discourses with his own identity through
the creation of traditional Mexican
“manualidades” or crafts, his work
makes connections between traditional
Mexican aesthetics and contemporary
visual language. His practice engages
with concepts of inaccessibility and the
role memory and language can play
when someone is distanced from their
own culture. He attempts to bridge the
gaps between his personal and cultural
identities by forcing connections between
them and by trying to understand the
limitations that these identities impose
upon each other

Natalie
Chan

Natalie Chan is a contemporary artist
based in Vancouver, Canada. She
pursued her undergraduate studies at
Simon Fraser University and obtained
her BFA in Visual Arts. Her practice
focuses on the emotional relationships
that connect people & places, as well
as the unpacking of inner turmoils &
complexities of the human condition.
Often engaged with topics of trauma,
she aims to create and facilitate spaces
of reflection, healing, and reconciliation,
offering them as tangible possibilities
in each encounter with her artwork. Her
latest interests include learning how to
tattoo, in understanding the intimate
relation between artist and the livelihood
of their canvas & significance in mark
making as a form of storytelling.

Opal
Mclean

Mclean is best described as the “selfish
artist” meaning her practice entirely
revolves around herself. Her work often
relates back to a mental psyche that
cannot be described by words alone.
Instead, it can be described by an action.
A reference to a state of being or a
performance that lends to the way her
brain functions. This manifestation and
documentation of different processes
becomes her tool to relate to the
outside world. Her own existence comes
into question in a way that so many
experience in their own daily life. This
experience becomes a social, cultural,
and political connection to her projects.
Her work becomes both alienating but
connecting in a shared experience that
translates through different media.
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Acknowledgements
We put out new issues every month
with a different topic.
We are always looking for
submissions and opportunities to
collaborate so check out our social
medias.
on instagram:
@withintensions
or email us at:
within.tensions@gmail.com
If you want more information, feel
free to contact us.
Our next issue will be on the topic
of “Manifesto“ and submissions are
now open.
See you next month!

Withintensions would not have been
possible without the works of Oscar
Alfonso, Francisco Berlanga, Julia
Brake, Tatei Cambero, Sasha Cerino,
Natalie Chan, Afshan Cheema,
Charlie Cooper, Lauren Corder,
Infinite Faith Creations, Sarah
Grunt Duff, Monica Furlotte, Mansi
Patel, Rayden Lawrence, Opal
Mclean, Memoirs of a Moustache,
Dominique Norville, Elizabeth
Westcoat, and Ramudi “Ray”
Samarasekera
We would also like to thank
Francisco Berlanga for his design
and social media contributions,
Natalie Chan for her assistance in
coordinating and Opal Mclean for
her editorial work.
We are excited to share our future
works with you and we hope to
provide more opportunities for
artists alike.
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